The magnetic properties of Gd-doped ZnO films and nanostructures are important to the development of next-generation spintronic devices. Here, we elucidate the significant role played by Gd-oxygen-deficiency defects in mediating/inducing ferromagnetic coupling in in situ Gd-doped ZnO thin films deposited at low oxygen pressure by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Samples deposited at higher oxygen pressures exhibited diamagnetic responses. Vacuum annealing was used on these diamagnetic samples (grown at a relatively high oxygen pressures) to create oxygendeficiency defects with the aim of demonstrating reproducibility of room-temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM). Samples annealed at oxygen environment exhibited superparamagnetism and blocking-temperature effects. The samples possessed secondary phases; Gd segregation led to superparamagnetism. Theoretical studies showed a shift of the 4f level of Gd to the conduction band minimum (CBM) in Gd-doped ZnO nanowires, which led to an overlap with the Fermi level, resulting in strong exchange coupling and consequently RTFM.
Introduction
New generations of electronic devices will likely be developed using spintronics technologies [1] . However, generating reproducible long-range ferromagnetism in wide bandgap (WBG)-diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) materials remains a major obstacle to the fabrication of spintronic devices operating above room temperature [2] . This obstacle has prompted significant research efforts on WBG-DMSs, particularly doped ZnO [3] . Rare earth (RE) dopants have emerged as promising candidates in the search for room-temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM) in ZnO and have been the subject of intense investigations. Doping ZnO with gadolinium (Gd) should produce stronger ferromagnetism compared with doping ZnO with transition metals due to partially filled 4f sublevel [4, 5] . Gd is a RE atom that possesses seven spin-up electrons in partially filled 4f sublevel and one electron in 5d sublevel that are buried deep below fully filled 6s and 5p sublevels. The interesting magnetic properties of RE elements arise from the 4f electrons, which can strongly couple with host s electrons, yielding the possibility of ferromagnetism mediated by carrier electrons. Irrespective of the strong localization of 4f sublevels in RE elements, f-s and f-d magnetic coupling (when f sublevel of Gd 3+ ion overlaps with s or d band of the host, respectively, allowing exchange coupling) is expected to give rise to strong defect-mediated ferromagnetism in such systems. However, the ferromagnetism of RE dopants remains controversial, owing to the interaction between localized 4f electrons and host electrons [4, 5] . Presently, there is no consensus on the exact exchange mechanism in such WBG-DMSs [6] . The ferromagnetism in ZnO has been attributed to defect-induced [7] or defect-mediated magnetism [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Furthermore, a density functional theory (DFT) study of Eu-doped ZnO reported ferromagnetic coupling when the RE atoms were in nearest neighbor positions [13] . On the other hand, research on Gd-doped ZnO revealed that ferromagnetic coupling depends on the crystal structure and positions of the dopant atoms in the host matrix, as well as the distance between the RE dopants [14] .
Ferromagnetism was observed in Gd-doped ZnO films and nanostructures prepared by different methods [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , which can be further improved by annealing [17, 18] . ZnO single crystals implanted with Gd atoms exhibited saturation moments of up to 1.8μ B /Gd [15] . Ferromagnetism has also been observed in nanocrystalline ZnO doped with 3.5% Gd [16] . In addition, Dakhel et al. [20] found that Gd 3+ ions produce oxygen vacancies in ZnO, which in turn decreases the lattice parameter and increases the tensile stress. Even though magnetic behavior is generally reported in Gd-doped ZnO thin films, these studies failed to obtain longrange FM in Gd-doped ZnO, perhaps due to severe distortion in the crystal as a result of ion implantation damage, to the high Gd dopant concentration (>2 at%), or to the use of latticemismatched substrates [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Paramagnetism has also observed at high concentrations of Gd [21] . This is associated with the precipitation of Gd atoms at higher concentrations, leading to structural degradation. As a consequence, paramagnetism prevails in the sample. On the contrary, Murmu et al. [17, 18] found that at higher concentrations, Gd leads to precipitation in ZnO single crystals, which may also suppress the long-range ferromagnetic order in the material. The structure, doping method, and dopant concentration are therefore crucial factors in determining the magnetic and electronic properties of Gd-doped ZnO. To clarify how Gddoped ZnO behaves, we report here on experimental and theoretical studies of the magnetic properties of Gd-doped ZnO films and nanostructures.
Experimental studies on Gd-doped ZnO thin films
In this section, we describe the ferromagnetic behavior of Gd-doped ZnO thin films as observed experimentally and posited theoretically. We then determine the origin of the ferromagnetism in these materials.
Sample preparation
All in situ Gd-doped wurtzite ZnO thin films were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on lattice-matched a-sapphire (Al 2 O 3 ) substrate (0.08% lattice mismatch between [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] a-Al 2 O 3 and (0 0 0 1) c-ZnO). When the lattice mismatch was minimized, good quality films could be produced as structural defects in which line defects were substantially reduced. The Gddoped ZnO and Gd targets were synthesized using 99.99% pure ZnO powder mixed with 0.1-2 wt% Gd 2 O 3 powder. The films were deposited at different oxygen deposition pressures (P d ) (5-500 mTorr) and at a substrate temperature of 650°C, using a Lambda Physik KrF laser with a wavelength of 248 nm. The details of the target synthesis and PLD conditions are reported in Refs. [22, 23] .
Structural properties
Understanding the structural properties of the materials is crucial to identifying the origin of their magnetic properties. In this respect, in DMS materials, the film orientation, dopant concentrations, crystal quality, defects, and secondary phase inclusions should be identified clearly. The growth direction, the crystal quality, and the lattice parameters can be studied by X-ray diffraction measurements. A long-range scan (shown in Figure 1 ) of Gd-doped ZnO thin films reveals that they are single crystal and were grown along the c-axis. In the scan shown in Figure 1 , no secondary or impurity phase could be observed within the resolution limit of the instrument [22] . The lattice parameters were measured using the extended bond method [24] with the (0 0 4) and (1 0 4) planes. The concentration of Gd increases with oxygen pressure (P d ) [25] . The a-parameter increased while the c-parameter decreased with incorporation of Gd compared to without incorporation of Gd. DFT calculations confirmed that Gd-oxygen vacancy (V O ) complexes cause c-parameter contraction [25] .
We used high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) to study crystal distortion and to investigate structural defects. The samples did not exhibit any line defects, as shown in Figure 2 . In addition, no secondary phases were observed near the interface, indicating that the diluted Gd concentration was sufficiently low to prevent the formation of clusters and secondary phases [22] . Materials with secondary phases and segregations are not suitable for practical spintronic applications. Near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra can be used to investigate the existence of secondary phases. Because a ZnO matrix cannot be fully polarized and because ferromagnetic signals coming from phase segregation do not contribute to longrange reproducible ferromagnetism, we ran NEXAFS scans to confirm that no secondary phases and segregations were present in the DMS samples. NEXAFS spectra at the O K-edge and Gd M 5,4 -edge revealed the hybridization between Gd and O in Gd-ZnO samples (Figure  2(b, c) ). The O K-edge spectra shown in Figure 2 (b) indicate that the two peaks at ~531 eV and 535 eV are stronger for Gd-doped ZnO compared with those for undoped samples, due to strong O 2p state hybridization with the Gd 4f and Zn 3d states [26, 27] . The intensity of these peaks increases as the Gd concentration increases, due to the higher electronegativity of Gd relative to Zn [28, 29] . The Gd valence state measured at the Gd M 5 -edge shown in Figure  2 (c) indicates the 3+ oxidation state of Gd [30, 31] . The intensity variation at 1190 eV increases with increased Gd concentration, which is in good agreement with the O K spectra. The absence of secondary phases and Gd segregation in these films are therefore confirmed by NEXAFS measurements, which is important for elucidating the origin of the magnetic properties of the materials [22] .
Optical properties
The study of optical properties allows the investigation of defects that may affect the magnetic properties of materials. We preformed low-temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements to study the role of defects. In Figure 3(a) , the peak at ~369.1 nm represents the ZnO band edge emission. Moreover, the undoped ZnO spectrum shows an orange-red defect band at 587 nm, which we attributed to oxygen interstitials (O i ) using deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) [32] . The spectra pertaining to the Gd-doped ZnO films grown at low P d (oxygendeficiency conditions) show a dominant green PL band at 495 nm (2.50 eV), attributed to V O [33] [34] [35] [36] . Previous research has suggested that this green band in ZnO comes from complex defects, such as defects related to pairs of V O −Zn vacancies (V Zn ) [37] or associated with zinc interstitials (Zn i ) [38] or antisites (O Zn ) [39] . A sample grown under rich oxygen conditions (P d > 25 mTorr) shows a dominant red band emission centered at 690 nm as shown in Figure  3 (b). We attributed this red band to O i and V Zn [32, 33] . After a sample was annealed under vacuum conditions to create oxygen vacancies, a significant reduction in the red band was observed, while the spectrum of the vacuum-annealed sample became dominated by the green band (Figure 3(b) ) [22, 25] . 
Magnetic properties

The effect of oxygen deficiency
We measured the magnetization using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (MPMS, Quantum Design, USA) and a SQUID vibrating sample magnetometer (SVSM, Quantum Design, USA). The samples were initially cooled from room temperature to 5 K without application of any magnetic field (zero-field-cooled, ZFC). A field of 100 Oe was then applied and the magnetic data were recorded as a function of temperature as the sample was heated to 300 K and then cooled to 5 K under the same applied field (fieldcooled, FC). All undoped ZnO thin films prepared under high or low P d did not exhibit ferromagnetism before or after vacuum annealing as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . All Gddoped ZnO films deposited at low P d (≤25 mTorr) exhibited RTFM, as shown in the field strength (H) vs magnetization (M) (H-M) measurements (Figure 6 and Figure 7) , whereas samples deposited at higher P d (with the same concentration of Gd) did not exhibit RTFM (Figure 8(a) ). Figure 7 shows H-M loops for samples grown at low P d (5 mTorr), albeit at different Gd concentrations. All samples investigated produced RTFM responses. Furthermore, nonmagnetic Gd-doped ZnO thin films (deposited at high P d ) became ferromagnetic after vacuum annealing under oxygen-deficiency conditions (Figure 8(a) ). Figure 8(b) shows that the PL defect band related to oxygen deficiency becomes dominant after vacuum annealing. This finding suggests that the introduction of Gd 3+ ions, together with the presence of certain defects related to oxygen deficiency (such as oxygen vacancies), causes a reproducible long-range ferromagnetic exchange in Gd-doped ZnO thin films. In addition, ferromagnetism is still observed at higher temperatures (380 K), as shown in Figure 6 (a), indicating that the Curie temperature (T C ) is above room temperature. show the ZFC-FC curves without magnetic phase transitions or blocking temperatures. Furthermore, nonzero coercivity was observed in both sets of samples at room temperature, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . The magnetism as a function of the field strength/temperature (H/T) in the samples is shown in Figure 9 , indicating that there is no superimposing universality at 5 K and 300 K, excluding the possibility of superparamagnetism [40] . In addition, the Gd-doped ZnO sample (Figure 7(a) ) grown with 0.04 at% Gd concentration shows the maximum coercivity (H C ) and the highest magnetic moment of 12.35μ B per Gd 3+ ion at 5 K, whereas the sample grown with 0.11 and 0.85 at% Gd concentration shows a magnetic moment of 5.8 (Figure 7(b) ) and 0.44μ B per Gd 3+ ion at 5 K (Figure 7(c) ). This evidence indicates that no superparamagnetic or spin-glass-like transitions were observed within the temperature range measured in any of the ferromagnetic samples and that RTFM is intrinsic (i.e., it is from the ferromagnetism originating from the polarized ZnO matrix).
To confirm the effect of oxygen defects, a ferromagnetic sample of Gd-doped ZnO (0.08 at% Gd) grown at low P d (5 mTorr) was annealed at 300°C under flowing oxygen to reduce the density of the oxygen-deficiency defects in the film. The ferromagnetic signal became very weak and was accompanied by a superparamagnetic signal after annealing as shown in Figure  10 . The superparamagnetic loop at 5 K suggests a significant reduction in the defect-mediated magnetization. In addition, the blocking temperature (T B = 37.5 K) is observed in Figure 10 , indicating the formation of either ferromagnetic and/or antiferromagnetic nanoclusters (cluster size smaller than a magnetic domain) during annealing, which results in the superparamagnetic behavior of the materials [41, 42] . Murmu et al. [17, 18] reported that annealing Gd-implanted ZnO under a vacuum introduced ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic phases below the blocking temperature, suggesting that this phenomenon is due to ferromagnetic nanoclusters resulting from the nonhomogeneous distribution of Gd in the film. A similar transition was observed in antiferromagnetic nanoparticles [43] . In contrast to an antiferromagnetic bulk material, antiferromagnetic nanoclusters introduced a nonzero magnetic moment because the antiparallel sublattices were characterized by a small angle with respect to the easy magnetic axes. In this case, the spins of the two sublattices were not fully antiparallel with respect to each other, resulting in a net magnetic moment due to the different precession angles [44] . Extant studies have confirmed that Gd 3+ ions exhibit magneto-crystalline anisotropy due to the 4f electron cloud experiencing a tetrahedral crystalline electric field in the lattice and the associated spin splitting [45, 46] . To establish if RTFM is mediated/induced by the Gd-defect complexes, the ferromagnetism would have show magnetic anisotropy. Anisotropic magnetization loops were observed in Gd-doped ZnO grown at 25 torr and Gd 0.05 wt% (0.02 at%), indicating a higher magnetic situation when the field (H) was applied parallel to c-axis relative to that observed when the field is perpendicular to it. This magnetic anisotropic behavior suggests that the ferromagnetism was due to the Gd-defect complex as RE dopants have strong anisotropy [47] . The exchange interaction is therefore dependent on the Gd concentration. Subramanian et al. [16] observed anisotropy in polycrystalline Gd-doped ZnO [23] .
The effect of secondary phases
Finding ferromagnetism in samples annealed at high temperatures (380 K) (described in Sections 2.4.1. and 2.4.2.) suggests that the ferromagnetism does not originate from separation or secondary phases. Figure 11(a) shows FC-ZFC curve for a Gd-doped ZnO sample with secondary phases as well as the Curie temperature (T C ) of the Gd clusters. GdZn 2 segregation is clearly shown in the curve (T C at ~70 K as shown in Figure 11) , whereas the T C of Gd is very close to room temperature, as shown in Figure 11(a) . In addition, paramagnetic signals are observed from Gd metals above room temperature, as shown in Figure 11(b) . The other expected phase is Gd 2 O 3 , which is an antiferromagnetic material.
In highly Gd-doped samples (~2.5 at%) grown at 50 mTorr on c-sapphire substrates, segregation of the secondary phase was observed near the film-substrate interface, as indicated by the HR-TEM results (Figure 12(a) ). The M-H loop (Figure 12(b) ) at 5 K is dominated by superparamagnetic behavior, as there is no magnetic saturation. Such behavior was reported by Murmu et al. [19] for (2.5 at%) Gd-implanted ZnO films. 
Theoretical studies on Gd-doped ZnO
The origin of the ferromagnetism in Gd-doped ZnO films
All Gd-doped ZnO samples showed n-type conductivity with about 10 18 cm −3 carrier concentration. RTFM was observed in all samples grown at low P d . This ferromagnetism can potentially be attributed to Gd-oxygen-deficiency (donor) defects. Theoretical analyses are necessary for in-depth understanding of magnetic interactions. The theoretical analysis performed in this work focuses on the effect of the Gd complexes with intrinsic defects that introduce donor electrons [22] . First-principles simulations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [48, 49] with projectoraugmented wave potentials (PAW) and a plane-wave expansion of 400 eV on 2 × 2 × 2 k-meshes for structural relaxation. The exchange and correlations were treated in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and a little higher accuracy for the energy calculation. All configurations were fully relaxed until the forces per atom were less than 0.02 eV/Å. For the localized Zn 3d and Gd 4f states, Hubbard U correction was taken into account with U eff = 5 eV for Zn 3d and 6 eV for Gd 4f states. The energy convergence was set to 5 × 10 −5 eV [22] . Ferromagnetism occurs when the Fermi level (E F ) is located near the band edge and overlaps with the impurity level. As a result, it can be partially occupied by the donor electrons and magnetic exchange coupling can take place [50] . Figure 13 shows that introducing V O does not shift the Fermi level to the band edge, which, however, moves above the conduction band minimum (CBM) with the introduction of Gd impurities. However, the presence of Gd dopants in defect-free ZnO is not sufficient to induce exchange coupling, as the magnetic results pertaining to Gd:ZnO reveal predominantly paramagnetic behavior [14] . Figure 13 shows a 2-Gd complex with V O and Zn i , respectively, suggesting three possibilities of magnetic coupling that lead to the observed RTFM in Gd-doped ZnO deposited at different oxygen-deficiency conditions. First, Gd induces FM through s-f or s-d coupling, which is not possible because the f state is far the CBM and does not overlap with the Fermi level, an observation that is in line with our earlier DFT calculations [51] . Second, defect-induced RTFM can be possible in this case if the defect band and the CBM are located near the Fermi level. A shallow donor band located near the Fermi level is created due to the presence of Gd-Zn i complexes, as shown in Figure 13 . Therefore, this band may allow ferromagnetic coupling between the s state of the host and donor levels, resulting in RTFM. Third, Gd can mediate RTFM, in which case the RTFM will be due to the exchange coupling between the defect states and the host [52] . In this case, the band broadening formed by intrinsic defects is resonant with Gd f states producing RTFM [52] , as shown in Figure 13 . Venkatesh et al. [23] showed that the formation of a Gdoxygen-deficiency defect band located near the Fermi level mediated the ferromagnetism through spin splitting of the defect band [22] .
The origin of the ferromagnetism in Gd-doped ZnO nanowires
First-principles DFT calculations were carried out within the GGA to elucidate the magnetic phenomena in the Gd-doped ZnO nanowires. A wurtzite ZnO nanowire grown along the [0 0 0 1] direction doped with Gd was considered. The presence of point defects in the nanowire along with the Gd dopant is discussed in the context of magnetic and electronic properties. The possibility of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism originating from the f-s coupling was demonstrated using electronic structure analysis [53] .
The Zn 48 O 48 nanowire was modeled by employing super cell approximation in which a vacuum of 15 Å is created along the X and Y directions and infinite periodicity is maintained along the Z direction. Since a comparison of the results obtained with and without the Hubbard U parameter did not alter the qualitative picture, we adopted the GGA approximation as implemented in the plane-wave-based code VASP [48, 49] . Projected augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were considered with a plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV. A Monkhorst-Pack K grid of 1 × 1 × 8 was used for the Brillouin zone integration. With the abovementioned input settings, we were able to achieve energy and force tolerances of 0.0001 eV and 0.004 eV/Å, respectively.
The formation energy was calculated by incorporating the Gd atoms in all possible nonequivalent sites in the ZnO nanowire encompassing the surface, subsurface, and bulk-like regions (Figure 14) 
where E and μ denote the total energy and chemical potential (total energy of metallic Zn and Gd), respectively. Here, n represents the number of Zn atoms removed from the supercell and m is the number of Gd atoms replaced by the Zn atoms. The energetic preference of the clustering of Gd atoms was analyzed by putting a pair of Gd atoms in the host ZnO matrix and the lowest formation energies for widely separated Gd atoms were obtained. This is an important result indicating that segregation of Gd atoms in ZnO nanowires is unlikely to occur and that the magnetism does not originate from the Gd clusters. Our findings support the homogeneous distribution of RE atoms during implantation in ZnO.
The Gd atoms, when placed in near vicinity, exhibited ferromagnetic exchange coupling in the neutral state with exchange energies (ΔE) as large as 21 meV. The introduction of additional charge to the nanowire by the injection of an electron further enhanced ΔE, indicating that the presence of O vacancies may stabilize ferromagnetic coupling in the nanowire, given that a single O vacancy can release two electrons into the system. The ΔE increased to 200 meV in the presence of O vacancies, supporting the possibility of an increased f-s coupling (Table 1 [53] ). The density of states (DOS) of Gd-doped ZnO nanowires with and without O vacancies provided further insight into the exchange mechanism. A pristine ZnO nanowire is semiconducting with nonmagnetic characteristics (Figure 15 ) [53] . Doping with Gd atom causes a significant shift of the Fermi level to the conduction band close to the Gd f states. The predominant feature observed from DOS is that the majority Gd f levels are buried deep inside the valence band and the unoccupied minority states are localized in the vicinity of the Fermi level. With the introduction of V O , hybridization increases in the vicinity of the Fermi level, mediating the interaction between s (from Zn) and the f states. In the present context, the ferromagnetic exchange interaction is mediated by the valence electrons provided by the V O , unlike Zener's p-d exchange mechanism in which valence hole states are involved [54] . The double-exchange mechanism is also less likely, as it is based on a physical picture of the d electron hopping between atoms with strong on-site exchange [55] . The shift of the Fermi level towards the conduction band eliminates the possibility of change "pnf" to "p-f" exchange mediated by the hole states. These findings establish that O vacancies play a key role in stabilizing ferromagnetic exchange in Gd-doped ZnO nanowires.
Conclusion
The origin of RTFM in Gd-doped ZnO is intrinsic due to exchange coupling mediated or introduced by a defect band related to the Gd-defect complex. Quantum confinement of the nanowire structure can strengthen the RTFM, as O vacancies play a key role in stabilizing ferromagnetic exchange in Gd-doped ZnO nanowires.
